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Unbreakable Frosted Cups

Unbreakable Frosted Cups (TG398, TG400, TG401, TG402, TG404, TG406, TG408, TG410, TG412)

Garner extra attention for your brand by adding a custom imprint to these unbreakable, frosted tumbler cups! Proudly
made in America, BPA free and recyclable, these tumblers make excellent giveaways at corporate events, charity fundraisers
and tradeshows. Or…you can use these stylish beverage accessories for everyday use at your restaurant, bar or hotel lounge.
Available in 5oz, 8oz, 9oz, 10oz, 12oz, 14oz, 16oz, 20oz, and 24oz, these cups are a creative way to “break” marketing trends!
Employees at an appliance repair shop, use 5 oz.
Unbreakable cups as business cards, printed with
contact information and a “fill line”. When they deliver
and install appliances, specifically washers and dryers,
they give imprinted cups to customers. The cups serve
as measuring devices for using the correct amount of
detergent for the new washer and dryer.
A City’s Chamber of Commerce hosts an annual golf outing where
lunch is served between rounds. Drinks for lunch are served in Unbreakable cups imprinted with next years’ outing date, prize holes and
prize descriptions. Golfers can then take the cups home as souvenirs.

A local bakery fills Unbreakable Cups with all the dry ingredients to
bake either cookies or brownies. Measuring lines and baking instructions are printed on the outside, then the filled cups are artistically
wrapped in celophane. The bakery sells the pretty packages at low
prices to patrons wanting gifts that are easy on the wallet.
A restaurant located on a lake, serves drinks in our
Unbreakable cups on their dinner cruise boat. Guests
enjoy dinner, drinks and a tour of the lake and need
not be concerned about dropping their glass and risk
sharp pieces falling into the water. Shatterproof and
stylish with Unbreakable cups, the restaurant doesn’t
have to worry about broken glass, and still maintains
their high quality of products and service.
Scan for discount on your Unbreakable Cup order

For more information please email
samples@trantergraphics.com

